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ADLXSV925/ADLXSV930 Installation Instructions

IMPORTANT WARNING:
We highly recomment that all installations are made by a Liscensed Electrical Contractor.  We are 
NOT responsible by any means for the use or misuse of the following information.  We are NOT 
responsible in whole or in part for any harm or damage that may or may not be caused.  We 
reserve the right to revise the components of any product, due to parts availability or change in 
ETL, CUL or UL standards without assuming any obligation or liablility to modify any products 
previously manufactured and without notice.  These instructions do not cover all details of 
variations in equipment, nor do they provide ofr every possible contingency to be met in 



READ CAREFULLY BEFORE INSTALLING FIXTURE
ADLXSV925/ADLXSV930 must be wired in accordance with the National Electrical Code and 
applicable local codes.
Warning: pertaining to risk of fire or personal injury.

Keep away from combustables
Turn off/unplug power to change lamp.  BE SURE THE POWER IS OFF!
Do not operate if cover shields are damaged or missing on bulbs
Allow fixture to cool down before putting the lamp to the socket.
Do not use lamp indentified for use in enclosed luminaries.
Do not overload transformer or cable rating.

Wiring Instructions
1. Pull the supply wire and the house ground wire out from the OUTLET BOX through the large 
center hole in the CROSS BAR (FIGURE B).  Attach CROSS BAR to the OUTLET BOX using the 
MOUNTING SCREWS.
2.Place the WALL CANOPY (FIGURE A) over the OUTLET BOX and onto the fixture's MOUNTING 
SCREWS and adjust the fixture MOUNTING SCREWS until they protrude out an appropriate height 
from the back of the WALL CANOPY to allow the DECORATIVE NUTS to hold the WALL CANOPY 
tightly against the wall.  Remove the WALL CANOPY and secure the position of the MOUNTING 
SCREWS against the CROSS BAR.
3. Place the GASKET (FIGURE A) on the WALL CANOPY and place both over the OUTLET BOX and 
onto the MOUNTING SCREWS (which should now protrude throught the WALL CANOPY) and sure 
in place using the DECORATIVE NUTS.  Place O RUBBER RINGS before placing DECORATIVE NUTS 
(FIGURE B).
4. Before connecting your wires, make sure that all power to your installation is OFF!
Now attach the HOUSE GROUND WIRE to the FIXTURE'S GROUND WIRE.  Fasten the HOUSE 
GROUND WIRE from the center hold of the outlet box to the FIXTURE GROUND WIRE from the 
CROSS BAR (FIGURE B).  Proceed to attach the HOUSE WHITE WIRE to the FIXTURE'S WHITE WIRE.  
Finally attach the HOUSE BLACK (or RED) WiRE to the FIXTURE'S BLACK WIRE.  Carefully tuck all 
wiring back ino the OUTLET BOX, making sure there are no unexposed/uninsulated wires.

Shade Installation:
1. Place RUBBER GASKET between SHADE and SWIVEL/HEADPIECE, lining up the holes with those in 
the SWIVEL/HEADPIECE. (Note: the ADLXSV930 has a directional shade)
2. Line up the METAL WASHER inside the SHADE and line up with the holes, keeping the RUBBER 
GASKER and SWIVEL/HEADPIECE aligned.
3. With all holes lined up, insert the 4 SHADE SCREWS through the METAL WASHER and SHADE and 
screw them into the SWIVEL/HEADPEICE to secure the SHADE.
4. Insert the bulb.  See labels on the fixture for maximum wattage - DO NOT USE MORE THAN 
MAXIMUM WATTAGE.
5. Restore power to installation point.
6. Optional: Adjust SHADE to ideal position.

Cleaning Instructions:
Caution: be sure fixture is cool to the touch before cleaning.  Be sure the power is OFF.
Clean hood and fixture with mild soap or household type detergent.  DO NOT use acid, ammonia or 
any other caustic solvent based cleaners.




